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John and Jessica Jones are typical loving parents. John runs a successful small business that         
provides a comfortable lifestyle for the family. They have four beautiful children whom they love 
equally. John and Jessica have concerns about what would happen to all their children if they 
were to pass away, but of particular concern is what would happen to their two children with 
special needs, Tom and Alex. 

Tom is 19 years old, has Cerebral Palsy and receives a disability pension. Tom has limited motor skills, speech             
difficulties, learning disabilities, and other related conditions that require round the clock care from Jessica.  Alex 
is 14 years old and has Asperger’s Syndrome, a pervasive developmental disorder commonly referred to as a form 
of “high-functioning” autism. While there is no cure, Alex’s personal skills have responded well to a combination of 
support, regular routine and therapeutic intervention. Alex is enjoying high school after a difficult early childhood.  
John and Jessica’s other two children Robert (16) and Sarah (9) do not have any obvious special needs. 

Robert and Sarah - no obvious special needs

While Robert and Sarah do not have obvious special needs, who knows what the future holds for them. All modern 
estate planning Wills from RetireLaw have detailed crisis provisions in place should any beneficiaries be unable 
to cope with life (addiction, naivety, age, mental health issues), and all create testamentary trusts that provide 
tax advantages to all beneficiaries as well as the protection of inheritances from divorce, bankruptcy and family        
disputes - see The Convenient Truth via www.retirelaw.com.au 

For more information download our previous Case Study Series. 

Tom and Alex - diagnosed special needs 

There are similar but more specialised testamentary trusts which are designed to protect beneficiaries with              
diagnosed special needs. The first testamentary trust we will examine is a ‘Special Disability Trust’. 

1. Special Disability Trust

Since 20 September 2006, families have been able to establish a Special Disability Trust during the parents’ lifetime 
or by Will, which attracts social security means test concessions for the beneficiary and eligible contributors. The 
purpose of the trust is to assist immediate family members and carers who have the financial means to do so, to 
make private financial provision for the current and future care and accommodation needs of a family member 
with a severe disability (like Tom) and to receive means test concessions. 

A Special Disability Trust can hold assets worth up to $578, 500 (indexed each July 1) without these assets                  
impacting on the trust beneficiary’s income support payment (such as Disability Support Pension). It is necessary 
that before a Special Disability Trust can be established, the prospective trust beneficiary be assessed as severely 
disabled under the legislation for this type of trust.

RetireLaw solicitors Terry Purcell and Dawn Wong are highly adept at drafting Special Disability Trusts for the long 
term peace of mind of immediate family members and carers who wish to ensure that a family member with a 
severe disability is adequately provided for and taken care of once they have passed away. In the next issue of this 
case study we will examine the benefits of an All Needs Protective Trust. 

HOW CAN MODERN ESTATE PLANNING WILLS HELP? 

John and Jessica are extremely keen to have an appropriate legal mechanism in place to protect 
and fund the needs of their children after they die. 
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John and Jessica Jones are typical loving parents. John runs a remarkably successful small 
business selling KISS memorabilia that provides a comfortable lifestyle for the family. John 
and Jessica have concerns about what would happen to all their four children if they were to 
pass away, but of particular concern is what would happen to their two children with special 
needs, Tom and Alex. 

Tom is 19 years old, has Cerebral Palsy and receives a disability pension. Tom requires full-time care from  Jessica.  
Alex is 14 years old and has Asperger’s Syndrome. While there is no cure, Alex’s personal skills have responded 
well to a combination of support, regular routine and therapeutic intervention. Alex is enjoying high school after a 
difficult early childhood.  John and Jessica’s other two children Robert (16) and Sarah (9) do not have any obvious 
special needs. 

Robert and Sarah - no obvious special needs

As we saw in Part 1, while Robert and Sarah do not have obvious special needs, it is unknown what the future 
holds for them. All modern estate planning Wills from RetireLaw have detailed crisis provisions in place should any 
beneficiaries be unable to cope with life (addiction, naivety, age, mental health issues), and all create testamentary 
trusts that provide tax advantages to all beneficiaries as well as the protection of inheritances from divorce, bank-
ruptcy and family disputes - see The Convenient Truth via www.retirelaw.com.au. For more information please 
download our previous case study series or visit www.retirelaw.com.au 

Tom and Alex - diagnosed special needs 

2. All Needs Protective Trust 

Both Tom and Alex would also benefit from the establishment of an All Needs Protective Trust. For Tom, the                 
establishment of an All Needs Protective Trust would give the executor(s) of his parent’s Wills (potentially his              
siblings in the long term) greater flexibility to best manage Tom’s inheritance and his welfare. 

Provision can be made in John and Jessica’s Wills to enable decisions to be made following their passing as to the 
allocation of capital funds between his Special Disability Trust and his All Needs Protective Trust to best provide for 
all aspects of Tom’s welfare and needs i.e. for any additional support services, transport solutions, special personal 
wants or interests - not just his care and housing which is all a Special Disability Trust receiving tax concessions can 
provide for. 

Hopefully Alex’s condition will not necessitate an All Needs Protective Trust by the time he is old enough to inherit. 
However, the purpose of all good modern estate planning Wills is to anticipate and plan for problems in advance. 
Therefore it would be a prudent step for his parents to provide the option for All Needs Protective Trust just in 
case his condition or circumstances deteriorate leaving him unable, or not in a sound position to manage his own 
inheritance. If a particular vulnerability ceases to exist or be of concern, the trustee can always pass control of the 
inheritance back to the beneficiary.

In Part 3 we will look at how a Business Succession Trust can play an important role as a ‘safety net’ for valuable 
family owned business assets. For John and Jessica this is particularly important given how crucial their business is 
to the long term needs of their children. 

HOW CAN MODERN ESTATE PLANNING WILLS HELP? 

John and Jessica are extremely keen to have an appropriate legal mechanism in place to protect 
and fund the needs of their children after they die. From Part 1 of this case study we looked at the 
advantages that could be provided to vulnerable children via a Special Disability Trust.
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